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Kapitel 1

Image Processing

This laboratory work treats various aspects of image processing and consists of three parts:
image enhancement, image restoration, and image compression.

1.1 Preparation

• Read Section 1.2 carefully and make sure that you understand the MATLAB code.

1.2 Image Processing

1.2.1 Image enhancement

The main goal with image enhancement is to process an image so that the result is better
suited for its interpretation that the original image. Depending on the purpose, the method
can be highly different–the method suitable for improving an X-ray image does not have to
be the method suitable for improving an image for the planet Mars.

There are two main approaches to do image enhancement. The first approach is to
manipulate the pixels of an image directly, whereas the second approach is to manipulate the
data in the frequency domain, resulting from use of the 2D Fourier transform of the image.
In the former approach, each pixel is replaced by the pixel that results from weighting of
the surrounding pixels (often contained in a quadratic region); the resulting image can be
viewed as a filtered version of the original image. The weight matrix is referred to as a 2F
filter, usually having a dimension much lower than the image itself. In the latter approach,
a weighting mask is applied to the 2D image in the frequency domain (having the same size
as the original image) so that regions of little or no interest are de-emphasized.

Both these approaches can be interpreted as filtering (and thus weighting of samples
with a mask), being an operation which implies that certain frequencies are emphasized and
others not. In the 2D case, we are dealing with spatial frequencies which may be interpreted
as the density of striped patterns. In the time domain, 2D filtering can be expressed as the
convolution

y[x, y] = h[x, y] ∗ f [x, y]

which in the frequency domain becomes multiplication

Y [m, n] = H [m, n]F [m, n].

The 2D filter whose elements are identical is referred to as the averaging mask and
has lowpass characteristics in both x- and y-directions; this type of filtering is known as
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4 KAPITEL 1. IMAGE PROCESSING

smoothing. There are, of course, many other 2D filters which can also exhibit lowpass cha-
racteristics.

Sometimes the purpose is the opposite to smoothing, namely to find the contours of an
image which are composed of the high frequency content. A well-known filter to accentuate
contours is the Sobel edge detector which is based on the following two spatial filters. The
first is used to determined the contours in the horizontal direction., whereas the second is
used to determine in the vertical direction:

hx =





−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1





hy =





−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1





The final image is obtained as the square-root of the sum of squares (pointwise) from the
resulting images.

Another way to process an image is to alter its contrast. This can be done by assigning the
gray scale to a smaller but more interesting range of colors. Such a range can be determined
by studying the histogram of each color in the image. One task would be to change the color
range so that each color has the same number of pixels–this is called histogram smoothing.
With an image of 256×256 pixels with 256 gray scales this means that the 256 lowest values
should be assigned the darkest color, the 256 next lowest with the next darkest color, and
so on. If there are already more than 256 pixels of a certain color it is, of course, not divided
into further colors.

A simpler way to alter contrast is to use min–max sharpness enhancement in which the
lowest and highest color values of the image are equated to the lowest and highest possible
values, respectively.

1.2.2 Image restoration

The purpose of image restoration is to restore an image which has deteriorated by an a
priori known phenomenon. The two most important steps of image restoration is 1. to
mathematically model the phenomenon and 2. to apply the inverse model to restore the
original image.

Atmospheric turbulence and incorrect camera focus are two well-known phenomena in
space an weather applications. Both phenomena can be modeled with 2D filters, h(x, y), or
the point spread function (PSF).

Atmospheric turbulence

hAT [x, y] = Ke
−

„

(x−xc)2

2b2x
+ (y−yc)2

2b2y

«

where the scaling factor is K = 10, the center for the 5×5 PSF becomes (xc, yc) = (3, 3)
and the blurring factors are bx = by = 5 − 100.

Incorrect camera focus

hFK [x, y] = Ksinc(ax(x − xc))sinc(ay(y − yc))

where the scaling factor is K = 10, the center for the 5×5 PSF becomes (xc, yc) = (3, 3)
and the blurring factors are ax = ay = 0.1 − 1.0.
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When the filter modifying the original data is known inverse filtering can be applied to
restore the original image, usually implemented in the frequency domain as

F̂ [m, n] =
G[m, n]

H [m, n]

Problems may, however, arise when the image contains noise as the noise will be amplified
when the above expression for inverse filtering is employed. In particular, this occurs at
frequencies [m, n] where the amplification is equal to zero. To avoid this problem, the use of
Wiener filtering is to be preferred as the noise characteristics are also taken into account.
The Wiener filter is defined by:

F̂ [m, n] =
1

H [m, n]

|H [m, n]|2

|H [m, n]|2 + Sν [m,n]
Sf [m,n]

G[m, n]

1.2.3 Image compression

The goal with image compression is to remove spatial redundancy in an image. The re-
maining information should ideally be the smallest amount of information which is needed
to represent the image in an adequate way. The most common strategy to achieve this is
through transform coding so that less significant components in the transform domain can
be truncated. The 2D DFT of an image f [x, y] is given by

F [m, n] =
1

MN

M−1
∑

x=0

N−1
∑

y=0

f [x, y]e−j2π(mx/M+ny/N)

for 0 ≤ m, x ≤ M − 1, 0 ≤ n, y ≤ N − 1. The 2D discrete cosine transform (DCT) can also
be used for image representation and is given by

C[0, 0] =
1√
MN

M−1
∑

x=0

N−1
∑

y=0

f [x, y]

and

C[m, n] =
2√
MN

M−1
∑

x=0

N−1
∑

y=0

f [x, y] cosmπ(2x + 1) cosnπ(2y + 1)

Both the DFT and the DCT are signal-independent transforms.
Image compression is performed such that each block of an image is transformed and

the most important coefficients in the transform domain are retained and used to represent
the image. The error that results from this approximate representation may be quantified
as the sum of the squared errors between the pixels of the original image f [x, y] and the
compressed image c[x, y], that is,

e =

M−1
∑

x=0

N−1
∑

y=0

(f [x, y] − c[x, y])2
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1.2.4 Available Matlab functions

function DCTMat=dct_basis(N)

% Calculate 2D DCT basis functions for a block size N

figure

alpha=[sqrt(1/N) sqrt(2/N)*ones(1,N-1)];

for u=0:N-1;

for v=0:N-1;

for x=1:N;

for y=1:N;

x1=x-1;y1=y-1;

DCTMat(u+1,v+1,x,y)=alpha(u+1)*alpha(v+1)*cos((2*x1+1)*u*pi/(2*N))*...

... cos((2*y1+1)*v*pi/(2*N));

end;

end;

subplot(N,N,u*N+v+1);

A=reshape(DCTMat(u+1,v+1,:,:),N,N);

imagesc(A);colormap(’gray’);

ylabel(’x’);xlabel(’y’);

end;

end;

function DFTMat=dft_basis(N)

% Calculate 2D DFT basis functions for a block size N

for u=0:N-1;

for v=0:N-1;

for x=1:N;

for y=1:N;

x1=x-1;y1=y-1;

DFTMat(u+1,v+1,x,y)=1/N*exp(-2i*pi/N)^(u*x1+v*y1);

end;

end;

A=reshape(DFTMat(u+1,v+1,:,:),N,N);

figure(1)

subplot(N,N,u*N+v+1);

imagesc(real(A));colormap(’gray’);

ylabel(’x’);xlabel(’y’);

figure(2)

subplot(N,N,u*N+v+1);

imagesc(imag(A));colormap(’gray’);

ylabel(’x’);xlabel(’y’);

end;

end;

function coeffs=pic_coeff(bild,TransMat,N)

% Calculate transform coefficients for the image "bild" with the help

% of basis functions in TransMat for a block size N

i=1;j=1;

bild=double(bild);

[a,b]=size(bild);

while (i<a) & (j<b)

f=bild(i:i+N-1,j:j+N-1);

for u=0:N-1

for v=0:N-1
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A=reshape(TransMat(u+1,v+1,:,:),N,N);

C(i+u,j+v)=sum(sum(A.*f));

end;

end;

i=i+N;

if i>a

i=1;

j=j+N;

end;

end;

coeffs=C;

function coeffs_masked=coeff_mask(coeffs,spara,N)

% Saves the largest coefficients in each NxN block. Set remaining to zero.

k=round(spara/100*N*N);

i=1;j=1;

[a,b]=size(coeffs);

while (i<a) & (j<b)

f=coeffs(i:i+N-1,j:j+N-1);

f2=reshape(f,N^2,1);

[Y,I]=sort(abs(f2));

f2(I(1:N^2-k))=0;

coeffs_masked(i:i+N-1,j:j+N-1)=reshape(f2,N,N);

i=i+N;

if i>a

i=1;

j=j+N;

end;

end;

function bild_rec=pic_reconstr(coeffs,TransMat,N);

% Restore the image from the transform coefficients with the help from the

% basis functions in TransMat for a block size N

i=1;j=1;

[a,b]=size(coeffs);

while (i<a) & (j<b)

f=zeros(N);

for u=0:N-1

for v=0:N-1

A=reshape(TransMat(u+1,v+1,:,:),N,N);

f=f+coeffs(i+u,j+v)*conj(A);

end;

end;

bild_rec(i:i+N-1,j:j+N-1)=f;

i=i+N;

if i>a

i=1;

j=j+N;

end;

end;
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1.3 Laboratory exercises

1.3.1 Image enhancement

The image below shows the surface of Mars and is shot by the Mars Global Surveyor Mission.

Task 1: Fetch the file library according to the instructor’s advice.

Task 2: Load the image mars.bmp into MATLAB with the command imread, and plot it
in gray scale with the commands imagesc and colormap.

%Task 2

bild=imread(’mars’,’bmp’);

bild=double(bild);

figure

imagesc(bild)

colormap(’gray’)

Task 3: Image smoothing. Create an averaging spatial filter (i.e., 2D filter) of the size
3×3 and compute using filter2) the local average over the surface of Mars. Plot in the same
way as above and compare with the images of Task 2. Plot also the Fourier spectrum for
the averaged image, using the commands abs and fft2, and compare the Fourier spectrum
with the original image. Comment on the results.

% Task 3

figure

subplot(221)

imagesc(bild)

colormap(’gray’)

bild_mv=filter2(1/9*ones(3),bild);

subplot(222)

imagesc(bild_mv)

subplot(223)

imagesc(abs(fft2(bild)))

set(gca,’clim’,[0 10000])
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subplot(224)

imagesc(abs(fft2(bild_mv)))

set(gca,’clim’,[0 10000])

Task 4: Image smoothing of a noisy image. Add normally distributed noise to the
original image of Mars so that the average noise energy is 0.01 of the image’s average energy
(such noise is often used in simulations). In its simplest form, the noise is white, meaning that
the noise corrupting one pixel is uncorrelated with that corrupting any other pixel; white
noise is by definition zero-mean. White, normally distributed noise is in Matlab generated
by the function randn.
Try to minimize the effect of noise using a suitable spatial filter. Motivate your choice.

% Task 4

brusigbild=bild+mean(mean(bild))*0.1*randn(size(bild));

figure

subplot(221)

imagesc(brusigbild)

colormap(’gray’)

bild_mv=filter2(1/9*ones(3),brusigbild);

subplot(222)

imagesc(bild_mv)

subplot(223)

imagesc(abs(fft2(brusigbild)))

set(gca,’clim’,[0 10000])

subplot(224)

imagesc(abs(fft2(bild_mv)))

set(gca,’clim’,[0 10000])

Task 5: Image smoothing using a frequency domain filter. Try to minimize the
effects of noise using a frequency domain filter that removes frequencies (vector-wise) excee-
ding the cut-off frequency 0.4. Comment on the result.
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% Task 5

% Frequency domain lowpass filtering using a circular mask;

N=length(brusigbild);

[f1,f2]=freqspace(N);

[f1,f2]=meshgrid(f1,f2);

cutoff=0.4;

Hlp=zeros(N,N);d=find(sqrt(f1.^2+f2.^2) < cutoff);

Hlp(d)=ones(size(d));

Filtered=fft2(brusigbild).*fftshift(Hlp);

filtered=abs(ifft2(Filtered));

figure;

subplot(131)

imagesc(brusigbild);

colormap(’gray’)

title(’Original’);

subplot(132)

imagesc(fftshift(Hlp));

title(’Freq Domain Filter’);

subplot(133)

imagesc(filtered)

title(’Filtered’);

Task 6: Edge detection using a spatial filter. Try to create an image which only
contains emphasizes the contours of the craters and the cliffs. Accomplish this by using
Sobel’s edge detector (spatial filter). Comment on the result.

% Task 6

% Sobel’s edge detection

h_x=[-1 -2 -1;0 0 0;1 2 1];

h_y=[-1 0 1;-2 0 2;-1 0 1];

filtered_x=filter2(h_x,bild);

filtered_y=filter2(h_y,bild);

filtered=sqrt(filtered_x.^2+filtered_y.^2);

figure;

subplot(121)

imagesc(bild);

colormap(’gray’)

title(’Original’);

subplot(122)

imagesc(abs(filtered))
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title(’Filtered’);

Task 7: Histogram smoothing. Make a histogram of the image. Are all colors used
equally? Perform histogram smoothing, trying to achieve 256 pixels of each color except for
those colors which have already 256 pixels. How is the result compared to above?

% Task 7

% Histogram computation

for k=0:255

[x,y]=find(bild==k);

N(k+1)=length(x);

end;

figure

stem(N)

% histogram smoothing

bild_histutj=zeros(size(bild));

i=0;

sum=0;

for k=0:255

[x,y]=find(bild==k);

if ~isempty(x)

if (sum+length(x))<256 %max punkter i varje färg om

sum=sum+length(x); %det inte fanns fler från början

for p=1:length(x)

bild_histutj(x(p),y(p))=i;

end;

else

sum=0;

sum=sum+length(x);

i=i+1;

for p=1:length(x)

bild_histutj(x(p),y(p))=i;

end;

end;

end;

end;

figure

subplot(121)

imagesc(bild)

colormap(’gray’)
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subplot(122)

imagesc(bild_histutj)

Task 8: Sharpness enhancement. Use the min–max method to improve the contrast
of the image. Compare the result with the histogram-based method.

% Task 8

% Min-max sharpness enhancement

minval=min(min(bild));

bild2=bild-minval;

maxval=max(max(bild2));

bild2=round(255/double(maxval)*bild2);

figure

subplot(121)

imagesc(bild)

colormap(’gray’)

set(gca,’clim’,[0 255])

subplot(122)

imagesc(bild2)

set(gca,’clim’,[0 255])

1.3.2 Image restoration

Task 9: This task aims at illustrating the restoration of a blurry image, using a simple
simulated image. The image should be 13×13 pixels with the value 10, except for the middle
5×5 pixels which should be 200. Create the image using the commands zeros and ones.

% Task 9

% Test image

bild=10*ones(13);
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bild(5:9,5:9)=200*ones(5);

figure

subplot(131)

imagesc(bild)

Task 10: Generate the PSF of size 5×5 for each of the two above-mentioned PSF defini-
tions and process the simulated image in the frequency domain..

% Task 10

% Atm. turb. 5x5

bx=20;

by=20;

K=10;

h_AT=K*exp(-(-2:2).^2./(2*bx^2))’*exp(-(-2:2).^2./(2*by^2));

% Fel. kam. 5x5

ax=0.2;

ay=0.5;

K=10;

h_FK=K*sinc(ax*(-2:2))’*sinc(ay*(-2:2));

% Spatial filtering of the test image

filtered_AT=filter2(h_AT,bild);

filtered_FK=filter2(h_FK,bild);

subplot(132)

imagesc(filtered_AT)

subplot(133)

imagesc(filtered_FK)

Task 11: Try to restore the original image through filtering and inverse filtering in the
frequency domain for one of the cases above. Comment on the results.

% Task 11

% Frequency domain filtering of the test image and inverse filtering

h_AT13=zeros(13);

h_AT13(5:9,5:9)=h_AT; % Lika stort filter

filtered=abs(ifft2(fft2(bild).*fft2(h_AT13)));

invfiltered=abs(ifft2(fft2(filtered)./fft2(h_AT13)));

figure;

subplot(131)

imagesc(bild);

title(’Original’);

subplot(132)

imagesc(abs(fftshift(filtered)))

title(’Filtered’);

subplot(133)

imagesc(abs(invfiltered))

title(’Inverse filtered’);
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Task 12: This task investigates blurriness and restoration of a real image. The image
displays the hurricane Fran on its way to Bahamas and the Florida coastline in September
1996, shot by the satellite Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES-8).
Load the image fran.bmp into MATLAB and plot it in gray scale.

% Task 12

clear all

bild=imread(’fran’,’bmp’);

bild=double(bild);

figure

imagesc(bild)

colormap(’gray’)

Task 13: As before, simulate the blurriness that is caused by atmospheric turbulence and
incorrect camera focus through convolution of the image f(x, y) with a suitable PSF. Test
the cases

• Atmospheric turbulence: Blurring factor = 20

• Incorrect camera focus: Blurring factor = 0.2

The scaling factors should be selected as before. Add white noise with variance so large that
the noise can be perceived by the human eye. Comment on the results.
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% Task 13

bx=20;

by=20;

K=10;

h_AT=K*exp(-(-12.5:1:12.5).^2./(2*bx^2))’*exp(-(-12.5:1:12.5).^2./(2*by^2));

h_AT256=zeros(256);

h_AT256(116:141,116:141)=h_AT;

ax=0.2;

ay=0.2;

K=10;

h_FK=K*sinc(ax*(-12.5:1:12.5))’*sinc(ay*(-12.5:1:12.5));

h_FK256=zeros(256);

h_FK256(116:141,116:141)=h_FK;

filtered=abs(ifft2(fft2(bild).*fft2(h_AT256).*fft2(h_FK256)));

brus=mean(mean(bild))*250000;

brusfiltered=filtered+brus*randn(size(bild));

figure

subplot(131)

imagesc(bild)

colormap(’gray’)

subplot(132)

imagesc(filtered)

subplot(133)

imagesc(brusfiltered)

Uppgift 14: Try to restore the image using Wiener filtering.

% Task 14

Hinv=fft2(h_AT256).*fft2(h_FK256);

invfiltered=abs(ifft2(fft2(brusfiltered).*conj(Hinv)./ ...

... (Hinv.*conj(Hinv)+brus^2./(bild.^2))));

figure;

subplot(131)

imagesc(bild);

colormap(’gray’)

title(’Original’);

subplot(132)

imagesc(brusfiltered)

title(’Filtered’);

subplot(133)

imagesc(abs(invfiltered))
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title(’Inverse filtered’);

Task 15: This tasks treats a real image restoration problem. The first image shows the
spiral galaxy M100 as photographed by the Hubble telescope in November 1993. This image
is blurry mainly due to spherical aberration in the main mirror of the telescope. Such aber-
ration arises when the spherical lens or mirror is incorrectly grinded. Later on using the
space shuttle, NASA installed a correction lens to compensate for the blurry images taken
by the Hubble telescope. The results of this effort can be observed in the other figure below
which again shows the M100 galaxy.

Load the images m100blurred.bmp and m100sharp.bmp using the command imread and
plot them in gray scale with imagesc and colormap. Would we obtain the same result with
any of the methods described here? What would be the result when using Wiener filtering,
given that the PSFs above can characterize what has modified the images? What happens?
What is the problem?

% Task 15

% Inverse filtering of a galaxy image

bild1=double(imread(’m100blurred’,’bmp’));

bild2=double(imread(’m100sharp’,’bmp’));

bx=2;

by=2;

K=10;

h_AT=K*exp(-(-22.5:1:22.5).^2./(2*bx^2))’*exp(-(-22.5:1:22.5).^2./(2*by^2));

h_AT256=zeros(256);

h_AT256(106:151,106:151)=h_AT;
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invfiltered=abs(ifft2(fft2(bild1)./(fft2(h_AT256)+50)));

figure;

subplot(131)

imagesc(bild1);

colormap(’gray’)

title(’Original’);

subplot(132)

imagesc(abs(fftshift(invfiltered)))

title(’Inverse filtered’);

subplot(133)

imagesc(bild2)

title(’Sharp’);

1.3.3 Image compression

Task 16: The purpose with this task is to determine which of the DFT and the DCT that
is better suited for data compression. Load the images man256.bmp using the command
imread and plot it in gray scale.

% Task 16

clear all

f=imread(’man256’,’bmp’);

f=double(f);
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figure

imagesc(f)

colormap(’gray’)

Task 17: Divide the original image with 256×256 pixels into subframes with the size
8×8. Compute for each subframe the DFT and the DCT. Select the 5% most significant
coefficients. Comment on the result.

% Task 17

% Compression

DCTMat=dct_basis(8);

coeffsC=pic_coeff(f,DCTMat,8);

coeffsC=coeff_mask(coeffsC,5,8);

bild_recC=pic_reconstr(coeffsC,DCTMat,8);

lseC=sum(sum((f-bild_recC).^2))

DFTMat=dft_basis(8);

coeffsF=pic_coeff(f,DFTMat,8);

coeffsF=coeff_mask(coeffsF,5,8);

bild_recF=pic_reconstr(coeffsF,DFTMat,8);

lseF=sum(sum((f-bild_recF).*conj(f-bild_recF)))

figure

subplot(321)

imagesc(f)

set(gca,’clim’,[0 255])

subplot(322)

stem(abs([lseC lseF]))

set(gca,’xtick’,[1 2],’xticklabel’,[’DCT’;’DFT’])

colormap(’gray’)

subplot(323)

imagesc(coeffsC)

subplot(324)

imagesc(abs(coeffsF))

subplot(325)

imagesc(bild_recC)

set(gca,’clim’,[0 255])

subplot(326)

imagesc(abs(bild_recF))

set(gca,’clim’,[0 255])
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Task 18: This task investigates the effect of different block sizes for image compression
using the DCT.

• Chose blocks of 2×2, 4×4, 8×8, and 16×16.

• For each block, use image compression with both threshold and zone mask so that
approximately 10% of the DCT coefficients are retained.

• Compute for each block size the mean square error in the reconstructed image. Plot a
graph over the mean square error as a function of block size. Comment on the results.
Determine the amount of computations required in MATLAB.

% Task 18

% DCT block size

block=[2 4 8 16];

for p=1:length(block)

flops(0);

DCTMat=dct_basis(block(p));

coeffsC=pic_coeff(f,DCTMat,block(p));

coeffsC=coeff_mask(coeffsC,10,block(p));

bild_recC=pic_reconstr(coeffsC,DCTMat,block(p));

floC(p)=flops;

lseC(p)=sum(sum((f-bild_recC).^2));

end;

figure

subplot(211)

plot(lseC)

set(gca,’xtick’,[1 2 3 4],’xticklabel’,[’ 2’;’ 4’;’ 8’;’16’])

subplot(212)

plot(floC)

set(gca,’xtick’,[1 2 3 4],’xticklabel’,[’ 2’;’ 4’;’ 8’;’16’])

Task 19: What do think is the best compression strategy? Motivate your answer.


